PPI True Impact System (TIS) solves the problem of sealing the skirt boards and the high impact upon the belt. By utilizing its proven impact rolls, along with center support system that is cushioned against the frame, it gives the TIS its double action dampening system. This rugged 5' bed is made from welded steel and fits D6 and E7 rolls. While the rolls are D6 or E7, it does come in a low profile version (TISL) that will line up with C5/D5 or an E6. The slider rails come with 1/2" thick Ultra-high-molecular-weight (UHMW). This product is also available as a Channel Impact System (CIS).

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• Multiple action shock absorption to extend the life of your belt
• Center rolls with tapered discs give increased impact absorption
• 1/2" thick UHMW for skirt board sealing
• Manufactured using heavy 1/2" steel plate construction
• Reinforced frames for increased strength
• Fold-down wings for ease of maintenance
• Lift strap helps guide rolls into position
• Available in 2’ and 5’ lengths
• Available in Channel Mount version
The above chart is a guideline based on analysis of typical loading zones of transfers and feeders. As each application is different, no warranty can be implied or given based on this chart alone.